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ABSTRACT
Summary: It is expected that emerging digital gene expression
(DGE) technologies will overtake microarray technologies in the
near future for many functional genomics applications. One of the
fundamental data analysis tasks, especially for gene expression
studies, involves determining whether there is evidence that counts
for a transcript or exon are signiﬁcantly different across experimental
conditions. edgeR is a Bioconductor software package for examining
differential expression of replicated count data. An overdispersed
Poisson model is used to account for both biological and technical
variability. Empirical Bayes methods are used to moderate the degree
of overdispersion across transcripts, improving the reliability of
inference. The methodology can be used even with the most minimal
levels of replication, provided at least one phenotype or experimental
condition is replicated. The software may have other applications
beyond sequencing data, such as proteome peptide count data.
Availability: The package is freely available under the LGPL licence
from the Bioconductor web site (http://bioconductor.org).
Contact: mrobinson@wehi.edu.au
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INTRODUCTION

Modern molecular biology data present major challenges for the
statistical methods that are used to detect differential expression,
such as the requirement of multiple testing procedures and
increasingly, empirical Bayes or similar methods that share
information across all observations to improve inference. For
microarrays, the abundance of a particular transcript is measured as
a fluorescence intensity, effectively a continuous response, whereas
for digital gene expression (DGE) data the abundance is observed
as a count. Therefore, procedures that are successful for microarray
data are not directly applicable to DGE data.
This note describes the software package edgeR (empirical
analysis of DGE in R), which forms part of the Bioconductor project
(Gentleman et al., 2004). edgeR is designed for the analysis of
replicated count-based expression data and is an implementation
of methology developed by Robinson and Smyth (2007, 2008).
Although initially developed for serial analysis of gene expression
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(SAGE), the methods and software should be equally applicable to
emerging technologies such as RNA-seq (Li et al., 2008; Marioni
et al., 2008) giving rise to digital expression data. edgeR may
also be useful in other experiments that generate counts, such as
ChIP-seq, in proteomics experiments where spectral counts are
used to summarize the peptide abundance (Wong et al., 2008),
or in barcoding experiments where several species are counted
(Andersson et al., 2008). The software is designed for finding
changes between two or more groups when at least one of the groups
has replicated measurements.

2

MODEL

Bioinformatics researchers have learned many things from the
analysis of microarray data. For instance, power to detect differential
expression can be improved and false discoveries reduced by sharing
information across all probes. One such procedure is limma (Smyth,
2004), where an empirical Bayes model is used to moderate the
probe-wise variances. The moderated variances replace the probewise variances in the t- and F-statistic calculations. In a closely
analogous but mathematically more complex procedure, edgeR
models count data using an overdispersed Poisson model, and
uses an empirical Bayes procedure to moderate the degree of
overdispersion across genes.
We assume the data can be summarized into a table of counts,
with rows corresponding to genes (or tags or exons or transcripts)
and columns to samples. For RNA-seq experiments, these may be
counts at the exon, transcript or gene-level. We model the data as
negative binomial (NB) distributed,
Ygi ∼ NB(Mi pgj ,φg )
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for gene g and sample i. Here, Mi is the library size (total number of
reads), φg is the dispersion and pgj is the relative abundance of gene
g in experimental group j to which sample i belongs. We use the
NB parameterization where the mean is µgi = Mi pgj and variance is
µgi (1+µgi φg ). For differential expression analysis, the parameters
of interest are pgj .
The NB distribution reduces to Poisson when φg = 0. In some
DGE applications, technical variation can be treated as Poisson.
In general, φg represents the coefficient of variation of biological
variation between the samples. In this way, our model is able to
separate biological from technical variation.
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Fig. 1. DGE data can be visualized as ‘MA’ plots (log ratio versus
abundance), just as with microarray data where each dot represents a
gene. This plot shows RNA-seq gene expression for DHT-stimulated versus
Control LNCaP cells, as described in Li et al. (2008). The smear of points
on the left side signifies that genes were observed in only one group of
replicate samples and the points marked ‘×’denote the top 500 differentially
expressed genes.

edgeR estimates the genewise dispersions by conditional
maximum likelihood, conditioning on the total count for that gene
(Smyth and Verbyla, 1996). An empirical Bayes procedure is used
to shrink the dispersions towards a consensus value, effectively
borrowing information between genes (Robinson and Smyth, 2007).
Finally, differential expression is assessed for each gene using
an exact test analogous to Fisher’s exact test, but adapted for
overdispersed data (Robinson and Smyth, 2008).

3

FEATURES

The required inputs for edgeR are the table of counts and two
vectors annotating the samples: the vector of the library sizes (i.e.
total number of reads) and a factor specifying the experimental group
or condition for each sample.
For users of limma, the edgeR package has a number of
analogous functions. Once the data have been processed and the
dispersion estimates are moderated, the topTags function can
be used to tabulate the top differentially expressed genes (or tags
or exons, etc.). Also, MA (log ratio versus abundance) plots can
be created using the plotSmear function, allowing the same
visualizations for DGE data as used for microarray data analysis
(Fig. 1).
A number of features have been added to the edgeR package since
the initial publications. The initial methodology worked only for a
two-group comparison. The extension to estimating and moderating
the dispersion for multiple groups is straightforward and has been

DISCUSSION

We have developed a Bioconductor package edgeR that addresses
one of the fundamental downstream data analysis tasks for countbased expression data: determining differential expression. The
package and methods are general, and can work on other sources of
count data, such as barcoding experiments and peptide counts. To
the authors’ knowledge, edgeR is the only software for SAGE or
DGE data at this time which can account for biological variability
when there are only one or two replicate samples.
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implemented recently. At present, testing for differential expression
is supported only for pairwise comparisons; the user must specify
which two groups to compare. We are currently investigating tests
for more general cases.
Many of the early RNA-seq datasets involve sequence reads
from technical replicates (e.g. same source of RNA) as opposed
to biological replicates (e.g. RNA from different individuals).
Technical replicates will generally have lower variability than
biological replicates and in our experience, the dispersion parameter
(and the moderation procedure in edgeR) may not be necessary. For
experiments with technical replicates, the data may be fitted well by
the Poisson distribution, as demonstrated in Marioni et al. (2008).
Since the Poisson distribution is a special case of the NB distribution
(φ = 0), edgeR can perform a Poisson-based analysis. The pairwise
exact testing procedure will still be useful for these datasets.
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